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VISION

Effort G is a revolutionary play-to-earn game that resides 

on BSC chain and Effort G rewards members with $EFFT 

tokens when they attempt the quiz game. All Effort 

quizzes are related to crypto and blockchain. With this, 

Effort G seeks to spread awareness among the members 

about crypto technology, new developments in crypto and 

latest trends in crypto.

These quizzes will help members in finding new lucrative 

crypto projects while playing the game. The essence of 

playing this game is to earn $EFFT tokens as well as 

Sponsored tokens. This will increase the number of 

tokens in the member’s account. Thus, Effort G aims to 

provide something valuable in the form of quizzes 

providing knowledge about crypto along with monetary 

rewards to the players.
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Inside EFFT

Participants will get a quiz game every day and these quizzes 

will change on every 24 hours. The game will pose 5 or 10 

questions. A member can participate in a quiz by locking in 

tokens. If there are sponsored quizzes, a player may be 

offered more than one game every 24 hours.

The difficulty level of the Quiz game will be easy to enable 

members to earn rewards easily while gaining a basic 

knowledge of crypto. Every participant will get a reward of 

$EFFT tokens for each correct answer. If there is a sponsored 

token affiliated with the quiz, players will be rewarded with 

both the $EFFT token as well as the sponsored token. Neither 

a token nor the reward will be deducted for a wrong answer 

given by the player.

The resources needed to get the knowledge of the quiz will be 

uploaded on the platform three days prior to the quiz. 

Participants will be able to peruse the documents and prepare 

for the quiz.
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Membership

To particiapte in the quiz, players need to buy 

memebership in $EFFT tokens. A players can play Quiz 

games lifetime till play to earn game exist.

Iron - 15 $EFFT

Bronze -30 $ EFFT

Silver - 45 $ EFFT

Gold - 60 $ EFFT

Daimond - 75 $ EFFT
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Types of Quizzes

General Play to earn Quiz games - Participants will get 

rewarded in $EFFT tokens.

Sponsored Play to earn Quiz games - Participants will get 

rewarded in $EFFT tokens plus Sponsored tokens.
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EFFORT G Quizzes

Effort G quizzes will have easy-to-answer questions on the 

latest trends in crypto, blockchain developments and the 

terms and terminology associated with crypto as well as 

various other categories. This will help players enhance their 

knowledge of crypto and blockchain. 

All participating players will be rewarded with $EFFT tokens 

for every correct answer they give. The study matter and 

required resources for a quiz will be posted on the website 

three days prior to the quiz.
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Sponsored Quizzes

A sponsored quiz is one that is sponsored by a crypto project. 

These quizzes contain questions about their existing or 

upcoming crypto projects. To host such a quiz, our team will 

ask the sponsor to allot their tokens to reward our members 

who participate in the sponsored quiz.

This will give members that attempt the quiz knowledge about 

existing and upcoming crypto projects. Players of a sponsored 

quiz will be rewarded with both $EFFT and sponsored tokens.
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Playtime

Each Quiz game is valid for 24 hours

The next Quiz game will be posted after 24 hours

Resources for preparation for the quiz game will be posted on 

the website 3 days prior to that particular quiz. Whenever 

there is more than one quiz in a day, members will be notified 

three days prior to the quizzes on the website.

Rewards of the $EFFT tokens of the Quiz game will be 

awarded instantly. In case of sponsored quiz, $EFFT will be 

rewarded instantly and Sponsored tokens awarded later.

Each Quiz game will hardly take 5 minutes to complete, with 

the participants getting awarded instantly.
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Rapid Quizstake

Rapid Quizstake will run for 24 hours. A participant in the 

Rapid Quizstake will have to stake a specified number of 

EFFT in the pool. The players finishing among the top 100 or 

the top 10% (whichever is less) will be rewarded. 

Reward Mechanism:

Total EFFT coins accumulated in the pool will be divided 

equally among the top 100 or the top 20% (whichever is less) 

players. Winners will be taxed 6% on their winning amount.

Resources to prepare for the quiz will be posted a few days

before the quiz. Only players that have staked the stipulated

number of tokens in the pool can participate in the quiz.
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EFFORT G Player’ benefit

Get Reward with $EFFT tokens.

Get Reward with Sponsored tokens

.

Gain in-depth knowledge of new blockchain crypto trends and 

terminology which will boost your crypto space knowledge. 

Get regular updates on upcoming crypto projects in the 

pipeline. This knowledge will help you make informed 

decisions whether you should invest in the project.
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ROAD MAP

Phase 1           ~ 2023

Launch Effort Website

Release Whitepaper & Socials

First DEX Listing

Staking and LP Mining

Coingecko Listing

Launch of Quidrop Play to Earn 

Game

Rapid Quizstake

CoinMarketCap Listing

CEX Listing

Sponsored Quiz game

Marketing and Promotion

The Effort team may

change/alter/modify the roadmap if it 

will help the project going forward.
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EFFT        TOKENOMICS
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TEAM

15%

Development

12%

Ecosystem

(Quiz To Earn)

25%

Liquidity

13%

Event

Marketing

10%

Reserve

Reward

25%

Total Issue : 5,000,000,000



Fees and Taxes

Before 7 days

5%

After 7 days

0%

On Both Unlocking and Reward Withdrawal
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Reward Mechanism

Rewards will be distributed strategically and will be

changed from time to time so that it would be more and

more beneficial for the players as well as the Effort G

ecosystem.

Sponsored Quiz - Sponsored Token reward distribution 

varies based on number tokens availed by Sponsors and 

their terms and conditions.
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Disclaimer

The Effort team reserves the right to make changes in the whitepaper, Roadmap, 

Reward Mechanism and the time frame of project. All decisions taken will be with the 

best interests of the project in mind.

Investing in crypto projects involves risks of token price fluctuation and market conditions. 

If you invest in the project, it is deemed that you have understood the risks involved.

The EFFT Foundation shall not be responsible for any investment risks that may arise 

from changes in the value of EFFT due to force majeure, such as deterioration of 

economic conditions, changes in national laws, and natural disasters etc.

Holders of EFFT and/or other digital assets acquired through Effortshould expect prices 

and  values to fluctuate widely and   unpredictable.   The   investors   should   understand   

that  EFFT and/or other digital assets obtained through Effortcan lead to total loss of 

money and/  or value. There is no deposit insurance available or other protection 

available for EFFT. Holders of  EFFT may also not be able to recover the value of EFFT 

if Effortfails or suffers from a  cybersecurity hack. The purchase and use of EFFT must 

not be done speculatively. EFFT could be  affected by emerging technology, including 

but not limited to, quantum computing. These  technological breakthroughs could result 

in security breaches and/or theft.
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